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ELECTROMECHANICAL ATOMIZER 

Bernard J. Eisenkraft, Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Continuation of abandoned application Serial No. 216,499, 
March 20, 1951. This application September 10, 1954, 
Serial No. 455,127 

10 Claims. (Cl. 299-1) 

This invention relates to an electromechanical atomizer 
which is a vibrative device to disperse liquids into ?ne 
droplets. 

This application is a continuation of my copending ap 
plication for Electromechanical Atomizer and Spray 
Dryer, ?led Mar. 20, 1951, Serial No. 216,499, now 
abandoned. 

Vibrative types of atomizers operate on the principle of 
having a member with a rapidly moving surface upon 
which a liquid is caused to fall and be dispersed as a 
spray of ?ne droplets. This application relates particular 
ly to that type of vibrative atomizer possessing a thin 
bar executing ?exural vibrations. One difficulty is their 
lack of dependability of operation which is a necessary 
factor for industrial purposes. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide an 
atomizer which is operable by electromechanical means. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide 
an atomizer which will by electromechanical means con 
sistently atomize liquids in an efficient manner‘and be 
subject to close operational control. 
For other objects and for a better understanding of this 

invention reference may be had to the following detailed 
description taken in connection with the accompanying 
drawings in which 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the atomizer embodying 
the features of the present invention. 

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional view taken through 
the atomizer and as viewed on line 2—2 of Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 and Fig. 3A are fragmentary and perspective 
views of the operating parts of the atomizer free of the 
housing. 

Fig. 4 is a longitudinal sectional view of the bar-nozzle 
at rest and the dotted portion describes a vibrating mode 
of the bar-nozzle. ’ ‘ 

Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating the path of the 
electrical and mechanical vibrations through parts of the 
invention. ‘ 

Referring noW to the Figures 1, 2, 3, 3A, and 4, .10 
represents a base forming a part of a closed housing 11 
having a front side cover 12 with an opening 13 therein. 
Within closed housing 11 is a reservoir 14 adapted to 
contain a liquid. The reservoir 14 can be fastened to 
the top of the casing and has an inlet pipe 15 with a cap 
16 which can be removed to permit ?lling reservoir 14 
with liquid to be atomized. Extending from reservoir 14 
is a manifold pipe 17 and one ormore discharge pipes 
18 each having a valve ?xture 38 with a knob 39 thereon 
which can be turned to regulate the ?ow of liquid leav 
ing discharge pipe 18. Discharge 18 .is ?tted with nozzle 
40 after valve 38 through which thin‘columns or drops 
of liquid are discharged. Discharge pipes 18 will be 
arranged above anti-nodal portions 43 of the bar-nozzle 
19. r ‘ ‘ ‘ ' 

On base 10 is power ampli?er 34 with preampli?er 
and phase shifter 35 connected by line cord'21 and plug 
22 to an electrical receptacle to receive ‘electric current 
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2 
for their actuation for the energizing of magnet core 27 
through wiring 28. 

Shaft 37 is ?xedly attached to the sides of casing 11 
in the manner shown in Fig. 3. Pivotally mounted on 
shaft 37 is a pivot lever 3% attached to a drive rod 31 
which is in turn attached to a spring-member 38. A 
threaded bolt 32 extending from spring v38 has bar-nozzle 
19 fastened to it by nuts 33. 
nozzle 19 is fastened to threaded bolt 32. is, of course, 
an anti-nodal point of maximum amplitude, when, as‘ 
hereafter described in this speci?cation, bar-nozzle 19 
is caused to vibrate. Magnetizable member 29 is fas 
tened to that end of pivot lever 30 opposite to drive rod 
31. Said magnetizable member 29 is attracted to mag~ 
net core 27 when said magnet core 27 is energized by‘ 
electrical current. In this fashion maguetizable member 
29 cooperates with magnet core 27 to effect the vibra 
tion of pivot lever 30, thus causing bar-nozzle 19‘to move 
with great rapidity and force so as to atomize imping 
ing liquid from nozzle 41?. 

It is well known in the art that at resonant mechanical 
frequencies, the amplitude of vibration of the bar nozzle 
19 will be at a maximum. Any small deviation from 
said resonant frequencies sent by power ampli?er 34 to 
the magnet core 27 will so decrease the vibrational am 
plitude of bar nozzle 19 so as to cause cessation of the 
atomizing action. To insure that the electrical oscilla 
tions be the same as the resonant mechanical vibrations 
as to frequency and phase, this invention provides the' 
following system. Electromagnetic pickup 45, in the1 
manner shown in Figs. 2 and 4, is provided which con 
sists of a small permanent magnet 24 upon which is wound 
a coil of ?ne wire 25. Electromagnetic pickup 45 is po 
sitioned under an anti-nodal point 43 of the bar-nozzle 
19. Said anti-nodal point 43 is a point of maximum 
amplitude of vibrating bar-nozzle 19 as distinguished 
from nodal point 42 which is a point of zero amplitude 
of vibrating bar-nozzle 19. The bar-nozzle 19 is made 
of magnetic material. Alternatively, bar-nozzle 19 may 
be made of corrosion-proof non-magnetic material with 
magnetic member 23 fastened to said bar—nozzle 19 at an 
‘anti-nodal point 43 by any suitable means. Electro 
magnetic pickup 45 is placed under said anti-nodal point 
43 at a distance from zero axis 44 of bar-nozzle 19 
equal to slightly more than the maximum amplitude‘ 
when said bar-nozzle 19 is vibrating. Thus when bar 
nozzle 19 vibrates, it will induce electrical oscillations 
of similar frequency but of different phase in the electro 
magnetic pickup 45. Said phase difference follows from 
the well known Lenz’s law of electromagnetic induction 
‘whereby the direction of the induced currents in a coil 

‘ of wire must be such as to create a field opposing the 
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relative motion that caused it. Wire 25 enclosed in 
cable 36, in the manner shown in Fig. 2, will carry these 
induced electrical oscillations to preampli?er and phase 
shifter 35, where said induced electrical oscillations are 
increased in amplitude and then properly phased in re 
spect to the mechanical vibrations of bar-nozzle 19. 
Wire 46 then conducts said adjusted electrical oscilla 
tions to power ampli?er 34 whereby said adjusted elec 
trical oscillations are ampli?ed further to‘ actuate mag 
net core 27 via coil 28 and thus mechanically drive bar 
nozzle 19. i , i ‘ ' 

it is believed that the design of electrical devices such 
as a preampli?er, a phase shifter, and a power ampli?er 
for sonic frequencies are Well known in the art as ex 
empli?ed in radio engineering texts and periodicals. An 
equivalent electrical system for driving a mechanical de 
vice may be found in the Bureau of‘Mines Report of 
Investigations 3702 ‘of ,May 1943 entitled, “An Auto 
matic Frequency Controlled Oscillator and Ampli?er 
for Driving Mechanical Vibrators” by E. V. Potter. In 
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said report R. I. 3702 Fig. 12 represents a circuit dia 
gram of a three stage preampli?er with a phase shift 
ing network between the second and third stage. Note in 
Fig. 12 of R. I. 3702 the phase control adjustment is 
a dual potentiometer. 

In the text “The Radio Engineering Handbook” third 
edition fourth impression, 1941 by Keith l-lenny, section 
11 describes audio frequency ampli?ers. Preamplifier 
35’ is referred to in this speci?cation is an audio fre 
quency ampli?er of the class A type as discussed on page 
360 of said text. Power ampli?er 34 referral to in this 
speci?cation is discussed on page 362 of said text and is 
an electrical device used to deliver electrical power to a 
utilization device such as n loudspeaker or other electro 
mechanical transducer. 

Referring now to Fig. 5 of this specification for an 
operational discussion, the electrical circuit is placed into 
operation and set for high ampli?cation. Noise at low 
levels inherent in the system is generated sending power 
to drive rod 31 over a wide frequency range. Bar-nozzle 
19 will vibrate at many frequencies with minute ampli~ 
tudes. However, at the resonant points bar-nozzle 19 
will describe maximum vibrational amplitudes. Thus 
the electromagnetic pickup adjacent to bar-nozzle 19 will 
have induced in it small electrical oscillations of the 
resonant frequencies and negligible electrical oscillations 
of non~resonant frequencies. A selective action occurs. 
The resonant electrical oscillations are then ampli?ed in 
the preampli?er, brought into proper phase in respect to 
the mechanical resonant vibrations by the phase shifter, 

‘ thence to the power ampli?er where the resonant elec 
trical oscillations are further ampli?ed to drive the elec 
tromechanical transducer and bar-nozzle l9. Bar-nozzle 
19 receiving reinforcing resonant mechanical vibrations 
‘increases its resonant vibrating amplitude. The system 
is self exciting. It was foundthat by varying the phase 
control different multiples of bar-nozzle resonant fre 
quency could be tuned in. Liquid is then caused to fall 
onto bar-nozzle l9 and immediately be atomized off. 
By tuning the electrical system off resonance, atomiza 
tion of the liquid ceased causing bar-nozzle lg to flood. 
During atomization the effective mass and thus the res 

onant mechanical frequency of bar-nozzle 1? changes. 
This is largely a result of moving liquid on the surface 
of bar-nozzle 19. However, the self excited system de“ 
scribed in this speci?cation continually cooperates with 
bar-nozzle 1% to drive said bar-nozzle at its particular 
resonant mechanical frequency. 
For a particular liquid being atomized it wasfound 

that the average droplet size of the resulting spray was 
inversely proportional to the multiple of the resonant 
mechanical frequency of bar~nozzle 19. That is to ob 
tain a ?ner spray, one would tune in higher multiples of 
the resonant mechanical frequency. 

Each anti-nodal point of bar-nozzle can act as a point 
Any liquid resting on 

nodal portions of bar-nozzle 19 is drawn into anti-nodal 
portions and atomized off. Thus with one bar-nozzle one 
can spray over an area depending upon the number of 
anti-nodes on bar-nozzle 19. 
The efficiency of resonant vibrative atomizers is high 

for losses'occur only in the vibrating bar as internal 
friction and in the electrical system. Using transistors 
instead of vacuum tubes in the electrical system, the over 
all atomizing ei?ciency of a resonance vibrative atomizer 

' as described in this invention is many times greater than, 
.the efficiency of a conventional mechanical systei .. 

While various changes may be madc'in the detail con 
struction, it shall be understood that such changes shall 
be Within the spirit and scope ‘of the present invention 
as de?ned by the appended claims. ' ' 
What is claimed is: 
1. An atomizer for dispersing a liquid into ?ne drop 

lets comprising a bar-nozzle, vibrating means to vibrate 
said bar~nozzle at its natural frequency, means to intro 
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4 
duce liquid to said bar-nozzle, means to receive impulses 
from said vibrating bar-nozzle, and means to feed said 
impulses to said vibrating means. 

2. An atomizer for dispersing a liquid into ?ne drop 
lets comprising ?rst means to contact and disperse said 
liquid, vibrating means to vibrate said ?rst means, means 
to introduce said liquid into contact with said ?rst means, 
means to receive impulses from said ?rst means, and 
means to feed said impulses to said vibrating means. 

3. An atomizer comprising a member, vibrating means 
to vibrate said member, delivery means to deliver liquid 
to be atomized to said member, means electrically re 
sponsive to the vibrations of said member, and means 
to place said last mentioned means in operative relation 
ship with said vibrating means, whereby said member is 
kept vibrating at a resonant flexural mode. » 

4. An atomizer for dispersing a liquid into ?ne drop 
lets comprising a bar nozzle, ?uid delivery means to de 
liver liquid to a face of said bar nozzle, vibrating means 
to vibrate said bar nozzle, and adjustment means to re 
ceive impulses from said bar-nozzle and to feed said im 
pulses to said vibrating means whereby to maintain 
said bar nozzle vibrating at a resonant ?exural mode cor 
responding to the instantaneous effective mass of said bar 
nozzle. . 

5. An atomizer comprising a bar-nozzle, ?uid deliv 
ery means to deliver liquid to a face of said bar-nozzle, 
vibrating means to vibrate said bar-nozzle, and adjust 
ment means to maintain said bar-nozzle at a resonant 
iiexural mode corresponding to the instantaneous effective 
mass of said bar-nozzle, said adjustment means com 
prising ?rst means to receive oscillatory impulses from 
said bar nozzle, second means to place said oscillatory 
impulses in phase with said vibrating bar-nozzle, and 
third means to transmit said phased oscillatory impulses 
to said vibrating bar nozzle. 

6. An electromechanical atomizer comprising a bar 
nozzle, fluid delivery means to deliver a liquid to a face 
of said bar-nozzle, vibrating means to vibrate said bar 
nozzle, and adjustment means to maintain said bar-nozzle 
at a resonant ?exural mode corresponding to the in 
stantaneous effective mass of said bar-nozzle, said vi 
brating means comprising an electromechanical trans 
ducer, and said adjustment means comprising a magnetic 
member secured to said bar nozzle at an antinoclal por 
tion thereof, an electromechanical pickup positioned 
within the zone of magnetic in?uence of said magnetic 
member, said electromechanical pickup being adapted to 
have induced therein electrical currents caused by the 
vibrations of said magnetic member, and a phase shifter 
electrically connected to said electromechanical trans 
ducer and adapted to place said induced electrical cur 
rents in phase with the vibrations of said bar nozzle. 

7. An electromechanical atomizer for dispersing a liq~ 
uid into ?ne droplets comprising a magnetic bar nozzle, 
?uid delivery means to deliver ?uid to a face of said 
bar nozzle, an electromechanical transducer to vibrate 
said bar nozzle, an electromechanical pickup adjacent to 
an antinodal portion of said vibrating bar nozzle, said 
electromechanical pickup being ‘adapted to have induced 
therein electrical currents caused by the vibrations of said 
bar nozzle, and a phase shifter electrically connected to 
said electromechanical transducer and adapted to place 
said induced electrical currents in phase with the vibra 
tions of said bar nozzle, whereby the vibrations of said 
bar nozzle are maintained at a resonant ?exural mode 
corresponding to the instantaneous effective mass of said 
bar nozzle. 

8. An electromechanical atomizer for dispersing a liq 
uid into ?ne droplets comprising a magnetic vibrating bar 
nozzle, means to deliver liquid to said bar nozzle, means 

7 to receive induced alternating electrical impulses from an 
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antinodal portion of said bar nozzle, means to place said 
alternating electrical impulses in phase with the vibra 
tions of said bar nozzle, and means in operable relation~ 
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‘ship with said vibrating bar nozzle to feed said phased 
electrical impulses to said bar nozzle in the form of 
mechanical impulses. ‘ 

9. The method of operating an electromechanical at 
omizer of the vibrating bar nozzle type comprising the 
steps of vibrating the bar nozzle at a resonant ?exural 
mode by means of an electromechanical transducer, in 
troducing liquid to a face of the bar nozzle thereby 
changing the e?ective mass of said bar nozzle, receiv 
ing alternating electrical impulses from an antinoclal por 
tion of said bar nozzle, placing said alternating electrical 
impulses in phase with the mechanical vibrations of 
said bar nozzle, and feeding said phased alternating elec 
trical impulses to said electromechanical ‘transducer. 

10. The method of atomizing ?uid comprising vibrat 
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6 
ing a ?uid dispersing member, introducing a ?uid to be 
dispersed into contact with the ?uid ‘dispersing member, 
receiving oscillating impulses from an an'tinodal por 
tion of the ?uid dispersing member, and causing the oscil 
lating impulses to vibrate the ?uid dispersing member 
at a resonant ?exural mode corresponding to its instanta 
neous effective mass. 
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